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• Global Workspace Theorie

• Theatre metaphor 

 

„Consciousness may be considered as the gateway to these unconscious 
sources of knowledge.“  

• Consciousness is a gateway to vast domains of knowledge  
and control 


• we can create access to any part of the brain using consciousness


Bernhard Baars



Teaching a theorem prover to let its mind wander…

What's that good for?



Choice of Plausible Alternatives Challenge (COPA)

Result Category

Choice of Plausible Alternatives Challenge [Roemmele et al., 2011]:

1: My body cast a shadow over the grass. What was the CAUSE of this?

Alternative 1: The sun was rising.
Alternative 2: The grass was cut.

13: The pond froze over for the winter. What happened as a RESULT?

Alternative 1: People skated on the pond.
Alternative 2: People brought boats to the pond.
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Alternative 1: The sun was rising.
Alternative 2: The grass was cut.
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1: My body cast a shadow over the grass. What was the CAUSE of this?

Alternative 1: The sun was rising.
Alternative 2: The grass was cut.

9A,B((n1grass(A) ^ n1sun(B)) ^ 9C,D,E((r1over(C,A)^
(r1Theme(C,D) ^ (r1Actor(C,E) ^ (v1cast(C) ^ (n1shadow(D)^
(n1body(E) ^ (r1of(E,D) ^ n1person(D))))))))^
9F ((r1Actor(F,B) ^ v1rise(F )) ^ 9G(r1Theme(G,A) ^ v1cut(G)))))

Boxer

Gathering Background Knowledge
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SInE & k-NN

knowledge
Selected background
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All Pictures:
colourbox.de

http://colourbox.de

